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Abstract 

Varicella Zoster Virus (VZV) is an alpha herpes virus that can conceal itself and produce shingles in addition to generating chicken pox. 

Varicella is a highly contagious illness brought on by vesicular skin sores, contamination, and maybe to a lesser extent, the propagation of 

the aerosolized virus. In comparison to children, adults with varicella had a much higher rate of primary VZV infection death. Different 

nations produce the varicella vaccines known as (Varivax; ProQuad; Merck & Co.), (Varilrix; Priorix-tetra; GSK), (Okavax; Biken, by 

Sanofi Pasteur), and (SuduVax; Green Cross). The amount of HDC passes, specific antibiotics included to assure sterility, stabilizers, and 

other minor components vary between different vaccines. The spread of the virus can be decreased dramatically by the widespread use of 

the varicella vaccine, particularly in a worldwide vaccination program. The World Health Organization suggested varicella vaccination in 

1998 for nations where the illness poses a serious threat to public health. Nevertheless, many nations delayed the introduction of the 

universal varicella vaccine due to worries about the disease spreading to older populations, an increase in elderly herpes zoster, and cost-

effectiveness. The purpose of the current research is to review varicella vaccination programs and their global effect.  
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Introduction 

Herpes zoster and varicella are diseases brought on by the 

varicella-zoster virus (shingles). By the fourth decade of 

life, 100 people will be infected with (varicella) in a mild 

climate without vaccination. As some people may only 

experience a soft case of varicella.
1
 According to 

epidemiological studies, primary infections can cause 

significant disease and even occasionally death in 

otherwise healthy individuals. To prevent infection in 

children, adolescents, and healthy adults, monovalent 

varicella vaccines are authorized and accessible 

worldwide.
2
 The first licensed combination vaccine 

against Measles, Mumps, Rubella, and varicella occurred 

in the USA in 2005. Clinical trial participation has been 

put to the test as some progress has been made in 

understanding the etiology of herpes zoster (HZ). Except 

for the varicella vaccine, which is legal in South Korea, 

all vaccinations currently marketed worldwide are based 

on the strain. In a live vaccine used to prevent HZ, there 

are at least 14 times as many live attenuated varicella 

vaccine viruses as in the original vaccine.
3 

Historical aspect 

 In the past, people frequently confused smallpox with 

varicella in numerous investigations that varicella is an 

infectious disease by infecting volunteers with vesicular 

fluid or by exposing them to patients or volunteers who 

had the condition. These two illnesses have a typical 

agent and are brought on by the reactivation of a virus 

contracted early in life. In cell culture, the virus was 

initially found in the sac fluid of varicella patients by 

Stoddard and Weller in 1952.
4
 The virus was named when 

tests revealed that the viruses isolated from varicella were 

morphologically and serologically identical. With 

secondary attack rates of between 61 and 100 percent 
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after contact with those who are varicella-sensitive 

families, varicella is highly contagious and spreads 

through the air.
5
 VZV can also affect HZ patients, who 

are more likely to be transferred. The HZ, in effect, 

reactivates latent VZV-caused VZV also can from 

patients with HZ; the people are prone to be shared, 

although studies show that the risk of transmission of the 

virus from HZ is considerably less than is. Molecular 

analyses revealed  patterns of limiting genome, viral of a 

person with HZ, the subsequent, and also recipients of the 

vaccine with HZ, the consequent is the same.
6
 

Pregnancy and children 

Those with immune systems can acquire later bouts of 

varicella, though it is unknown how frequently this 

occurs. Clinically referred to as congenital varicella 

syndrome, these issues affect infants whose mothers 

contracted varicella during pregnancy. After an infection 

in the third trimester (346 pregnancies with women 

between the ages of 25) and 36 weeks of follow-up, there 

were rare birth abnormalities compatible with congenital 

varicella syndrome, with the worst cases being 

documented at 28 weeks of pregnancy.
7
 

Immunocompromised people may experience instances of 

isolated varicella defects, which can be quite dangerous. 

Pediatric leukemia is less likely to occur than severe 

varicella, although it has affected children who have been 

infected.
8
 The dorsal root ganglion, cranial nerves, brain, 

and gut neurology acquire sensory nerves once the virus 

infects the sensory ganglia during primary infection via 

viremia. When activated later in life or while receiving 

immunosuppression, the cell-induced immune loss can 

cause a unilateral, unpleasant vesicular rash. 

Immunocompromised individuals are likelier to have 

severe and widespread illnesses than healthy individuals.
9
 

Varicella-zoster virus 

 An alpha herpes virus is VZV. Only humans and certain 

higher mammals are subject to it. Viruses have a double-

stranded DNA core that is either rounded or polygonal. 

Around 100 nm in size, the nucleocapsid has 162 

hexagonal capsomeres organized in an icosahedron (20 

sides). A fabric and an envelope comprising a portion of 

the cell membrane encircle the capsid. The size of a VZV 

particle ranges from 180 to 200 nm. At least 30 

polypeptides, at least 9 of which are glycosylated, have 

been found in VZV. In virions and on the outside of 

infected cells, glycoproteins are expressed.
10

 They 

deactivate antibodies and make it easier for other cells to 

become infected. The primary glycoprotein of the VZV is 

gE, which is also the most prevalent and immunogenic 

glycoprotein. On infected cells, gE and gI are linked via 

an Fc receptor. Together with other viral glycoproteins, 

which are essential for VZV infection, it binds to 

mannose 6-phosphate receptors. VZV glycoproteins bind 

to mannose 6-phosphate receptors, and interactions 

between these receptors and VZV are crucial for the virus 

to enter and leave cells.
11

 VZV can only incubate in nerve 

cells. Patients with cellular immunodeficiency had a 

higher incidence of herpes zoster, which aligns with the 

theory that VZV reactivation is under immunological 

control. Cellular immunity is essential for host defence 

since VZV spreads almost exclusively from cell to cell in 

an infected person. To creat cell-free VZV in vitro, the 

infectious viruses must be intentionally released by 

breaking cells using methods such as sonication. VZV is a 

cell-associated virus, which has hindered research and 

slowed the development of a vaccine.
12

 

Immune response 

 React (respond) Immunoglobulin G antibodies in serum 

following natural infection, IgG antibodies for VZV, etc., 

as by testing antibodies fluorescent antigen membrane 

(FAMA) measured with antibodies neutralizing VZV is 

associated, in most patients within four days after the rash 

can be identified. According to clinical observations, 

people with isolated gammaglobulinemia have typical 

varicella episodes and continue to be immune to the 

illness. In contrast, people with cell-induced 

immunodeficiency are susceptible to spreading infections 

that can be fatal.
13

 The historical history of high activity, 

casual, and symptom-free VZV infection in healthy 

individuals revealed the presence of response antibodies, 

which indicated exposure to the virus with greater safety. 

Because it is possible in the case of recurrent HSV in 

person, safe to increase heterogeneous in the headline 

antibodies to VZV occur, it is demonstrated in 

experiments for the diagnosis of HZ of the value of the 

Limited is entitled, etc., reactivate under clinical VZV by 

PCR in healthy subjects and exposed to the immune 

deficiency. When comparing the amounts of neutral wind 

antibodies and gp-ELISA titers, there was a linear 

association, and this method demonstrated repeatability 

when several vaccine batches were utilized for 

immunization.
14

 

Vaccination 

 A study revealed that children of parents who vaccinate 

have rejected, etc., nine times more frequently than 

children whose parents vaccine for their children, have 

accepted the need to visit a doctor for and in a 

comparative study, the prevalence of serum pre-

vaccination, VZV with the use of serum in 11 European 

countries from 1995 to 2003, etc., revealed that while the 

vast majority of children are exposed to VZV during their 

childhood, the rates at which the virus spreads 



 

 

 

significantly vary between the various countries. The 

prevalence of serum VZV at age 5 was 97% in the 

Netherlands, nearly 70% in Spain and Germany, and 38% 

in Italy.
15

 According to the most recent serum tests 

performed in the United States, childhood exposure, 

vaccination schedules, and other factors caused the 

prevalence of serum in children aged 6 to 11 years to rise 

from 86% during the outbreak to 98% in 2009, while 

other estimates for the age group were, respectively, 

comparable to pre-vaccination forecast. Although 

population-based epidemiology data for tropical nations 

are less extensive than for temperate countries, serum 

prevalence suggests a more significant average age of 

infection and higher susceptibility in adults.
16

 

Varicella-zoster virus strain identification and viral 

vaccination characteristics 

 Various Oka vaccine strains are present in every varicella 

vaccine. This strain is suited to grow at 34°C and has been 

proven more immunogenic in guinea pigs. 42 SNPs, 30% 

of which result in amino acid changes, have been found 

throughout the 125,000-pair length of this strain's 

sequenced genome. The ORF62 and ORF71 areas, which 

are not known to weaken the vaccine, were the main sites 

of the polymorphisms discovered during vaccine 

sequencing.
17

 After enzymatic digestion with restriction 

endonucleases and PCR, the first practical experiment to 

distinguish between the wild strain and the Oka strain 

revealed that all Oka strains lack the restriction site for 

PstI but have the restriction site for BglI. Conducted on 

the same premise in other nations, all of which produced 

comparable outcomes. As a result, it may be helpful to 

identify adverse effects of the varicella vaccination by 

using the PstI marker alone as a signal of the vaccine-type 

strain. Identifying the strain is important for determining 

if neurological episodes or other HZ issues in a patient are 

brought on by prior vaccines linked to the Oka strain or 

by WT.
18

 

Molecular evidence 

 The Oka vaccine virus was distinguished from the 

parental virus and other clinical isolations using 

restriction enzyme length polymorphism analysis using 

the restriction enzymes NaeI, SmaI, and BssHII. These 

cut sites in gene 62 are absent in the parental virus Oka 

and 200 other clinical isolations. A mutation in Oka gene 

62 may affect virus replication and, as a result, weaken 

VZV since this gene is crucial in viral replication.
19

 

Clinical evidence 

 Those who received the vaccination experience rash 

significantly less frequently than those who catch the 

infection spontaneously. Also, the disease will manifest 

itself in a very modest manner if the immunized person 

unintentionally spreads this virus to another healthy and 

sensitive individual. A susceptible person is exposed to 

the virus five times less frequently than a sick person with 

the wild strain than they are from a person who has had 

the vaccination. In contrast, viremia may develop 

following immunization, though it does so less frequently 

than WT varicella.
20

 

Preparation of vaccine 

 The Oka vaccine was made from virus seeds that had 

been passed through 11 times in human fetal lung 

fibroblast cells, 12 times in guinea pig fibroblast cells, and 

five times in HDC. VZV-infected cells cultured in a 

vaccine culture medium are extracted for the vaccine and 

sonicated or killed to obtain virus free of cells. This 

vaccine is offered in the lyophilized form to increase 

stability. The liquid required for the reconstruction is 

supplied by the producers, along with the technique and 

the vaccine.
21

 

Vaccine effectiveness 

 In 1974, Takahashi began clinical studies with the Oka 

vaccine on 70 healthy children in Japan. The results 

demonstrated that the Oka virus was immunogenic at 

doses of more than 200 PFU and that the vaccinated 

children did not contract the virus following exposure. 

While the unvaccinated kids all had the disease, they did 

not. Hyde Yeager then conducted clinical trials across 

Canada, the United States, Europe, and Asia. Although 

research has also been done on alternate delivery 

methods, such as inhalers, and their immunogenicity and 

safety have been shown, the studies have not been 

sufficient to allow the use of this vaccine.
22

 Although the 

intramuscular approach appears to be equally secure and 

efficient, this vaccination is given subcutaneously. Be 

released Even though it is now apparent that a vaccine's 

immune response increases with dose, the dose currently 

employed in production by various companies ranges 

from 1000 to 50000 PFU. It is simple to detect the blood 

IgG antibody response one month after immunization, and 

it can be detected for months or years after that. 

Depending on the amount of the vaccine virus, the 

number of doses administered, and the patient's age at the 

time of vaccination, IgG antibody titers may be 10- to 30-

fold lower than in naturally infected persons.
23

 In 

immunizations administered by inhalation, serum IgA 

antibody is only seldom and weakly detectable, while 

secretory IgA antibody has not been seen. It indicates that 

vaccination-induced B and T cell activity cooperates to 

protect the body. In clinical investigations carried out in 

the United States between 1982 and 1991, associations 

between the dose of the immunization administered and 
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the antibody levels assessed by gp-ELISA were observed. 

Studies were also conducted to assess the impact of 

administering the second dose of the vaccine at various 

time intervals.
24

 The findings showed that after receiving 

the first dose of the varicella vaccine, 85 to 89% of 

children reached a high level of antibodies, and after 

receiving the second dose, more than 99% of children had 

reached the same level. A considerable improvement in 

humoral and cellular immunity results with the second 

dose, given three months or between three and five years 

later. On the other hand, Serological findings 

demonstrated that vaccination in young children has more 

remarkable results than vaccination in adolescents aged 

13 to 17 years.
25

 Studies conducted over 10 and 20 years 

in Japan also demonstrated that the vaccine's 

immunogenic effects persisted beyond this time. The 

researchers wanted to know if a person who has had 

vaccinations would still have a high level of immunity if 

they were not exposed to or reminded of any naturally 

occurring infections in the population. To determine the 

answer to this question, hospitalized disabled children 

who were not exposed to any natural VZV infections were 

studied for five years.
26

 The findings revealed that these 

children's antibody titers remained high, which may 

suggest that even without the vaccine's effect being 

strengthened. This vaccination can be sufficiently 

effective through spontaneous infection. Studies on the 

vaccine's efficacy conducted after the vaccine was 

licensed are critical, particularly in nations where the 

vaccination program has been in place for more than 20 

years. These investigations, which took place in the US in 

2008, showed that a single varicella immunization dose 

was 100% effective in preventing severe varicella and 

84.5% successful in preventing mild varicella. Similar 

findings were also found in some other investigations.
27

 

Only one study explicitly evaluated the single-dose effects 

of Varivax and Varilrix to compare the efficacy of 

vaccines from various manufacturers. That study 

discovered a lower effect for Varilrix than for Varivax. To 

compare monovalent vaccines against the MMRV 

vaccine, further trials have been carried out. The currently 

available data support the monovalent varicella vaccines' 

similar effectiveness in preventing varicella, and 

additional research, particularly on the efficacy of the 

MMRV vaccine, may show that giving children a second 

dose regularly is a better way to boost efficacy and boost 

herd immunity.
28

 According to research on what can go 

wrong with vaccinations, conditions like asthma, eczema, 

immunization at a young age, the timing of immunization, 

receiving varicella vaccine within 28 days of MMR 

vaccine, and taking oral steroids close to the time of 

disease onset can all be factored in vaccination failure. 

These were unrelated to the lack of success with 

vaccinations. Children who received the vaccine within 

three days after coming into contact with the household 

illness were 100% successful in preventing moderate or 

severe disease, according to a study on the vaccine's 

effectiveness during household exposure. It worked well. 

This investigation yielded 90% of the outcomes in another 

study.
29

 

Varicella's progress and success 

A breakout occurs when varicella (or a variant thereof) 

appears more than 42 days after vaccination. Most 

published studies that followed up on healthy children 

who had had a single dose of vaccination over an 

extended period found that, despite the substantial 

serological change, we still observe 1% to 3% annual 

progression of chicken pox. Most successful varicella 

cases exhibit a skin rash and fever of less than 50. 

Vesicular lesions are possible however, they are often 

infrequent and feature papules that do not develop into 

vesicles.
30

 The clinical and epidemiological 

characteristics of 1671 cases with a single dose of the 

varicella vaccine and 5609 cases with no vaccination in 

children aged 1 to 14 years were compared. The 

vaccinated cases had fewer lesions, a lower risk of high 

and prolonged fever, moderate or severe disease, and 

fewer complications. Rarely hospitalization or death has 

been reported among vaccinated cases with a single dose; 

if it does, it typically affects patients unknowingly 

immunosuppressed by medical conditions or medications 

at the time of vaccination.
31

 Pneumonia, sepsis, secondary 

infections brought on by bacteremia, encephalitis, and 

aseptic meningitis, which varicella WT confirms to have 

occurred, are serious consequences in cases of 

vaccination. Successful varicella vaccine instances may 

disseminate the WT virus to susceptible people, in 

contrast to the Oka strain's rarity. Only one-third of those 

who had received vaccinations and had less than 50 skin 

lesions were contagious. The incidence of varicella and 

the occurrence of HZ caused by WT VZV are expected to 

decline in populations where two doses are frequently 

advised.
32

 

Safety duration 

 Investigations of American individuals who had received 

vaccinations as part of a collaborative NIAID study 

revealed that 60% to 90% had a positive FAMA test or 

latex agglutination antibodies up to 13 years after 

receiving the vaccination. Four years after receiving two 

doses of the varicella vaccine, a recent study using a 

sensitive gp-ELISA test discovered that 12% of 101 

healthcare workers were serologically negative. 



 

 

 

Following up on 100 medical professionals who received 

two doses of the GlaxoSmithKline varicella vaccine, it 

was shown that 3 out of 81 participants had lost 

measurable antibodies in their serum 12 months following 

the second dosage.
33, 34 

Efficiency and proficiency 

 A joint NIAID investigation found that 26% of 57 

persons who had household exposure to varicella had an 

attack. The probability of an attack would be 80% if they 

were completely susceptible. According to the study, this 

26% attack rate seems to be higher than what is observed 

in children who receive the same dose of vaccination.
35

 

Adverse effects of the vaccine 

 In a post-licensure clinical study, 900 youngsters between 

the ages of 12 months and 12 years were given two doses 

rather than one dose. The incidence of problems at the 

injection site following the second dosage was somewhat 

greater than following the first dose three days or less 

after vaccination. With the second dose, the frequency of 

systemic clinical problems decreased. Fever incidence 

was 7% after the first dose and 4% after the second dose 

between 7 and 12 days after vaccination. After the first 

treatment, there was a 3% incidence of varicella rash 

compared to 1% after the second dose. An early post-

licensure examination found the vaccination to be safe 

and devoid of unusual side effects.
36

 It's also unusual for 

varicella immunization to cause serious negative effects. 

Skin rashes, fever, and adverse responses at the injection 

site have consistently been the most reported side effects, 

making up 67% of all reports. There have been reports of 

the serious side effects of the varicella vaccine, including 

death, urticaria, ataxia, thrombocytopenia, pneumonia, 

allergy, encephalitis, brain stroke, and multi-model 

arrhythmia.The vaccination virus did not cause the 

majority of these occurrences.
37

 Stroke is an uncommon 

complication of untreated varicella, and there is no 

evidence that the vaccine increases the risk of a 

subsequent brain stroke. An institute of systematic 

medical evaluation of the epidemiologic, clinical, and 

biological evidence for adverse events connected to the 

varicella vaccination through 2010 found that the 

evidence supports causality in 5 adverse events: 
(I)

A virus 

from the vaccine strain that has propagated throughout the 

body without affecting organs (for instance, a rash 

resembling varicella that has spread to dermatomes past 

the injection site). 
(II)

A widely disseminated vaccination 

strain virus that can cause organ involvement 

(Pneumonia, meningitis) in people who have blatant 

immunodeficiency. 
(III)

Organ-independent reactivation of 

the vaccination strain (HZ). 
(IV)

Organ involvement and 

reactivation of the vaccination strain (HZ). 

(V)
Anaphylaxis. These occurrences are rare or unusual. 

Antiviral therapy is frequently linked to recovery from 

VZV complications.
38

 

Vaccine virus transmission 

The transmission probability was inversely correlated 

with the number of skin lesions in the immunizations in 

leukemia-vaccinated people. The seropositivity rate was 

23% in 93 nonimmune susceptible siblings exposed to 

vaccine-exposed individuals with leukemia who had a 

positive vaccine-associated rash. Twenty-four percent of 

these exposed kids never got a skin rash. In comparison, 

WT varicella often had a preclinical attack rate of around 

5%. The average number of skin lesions among infected 

siblings who experienced skin rashes was 12 (from 1 to 

200).
39

 The amount of skin lesions in people who have 

received vaccines increases the risk that they may spread 

the Oka strain. The fact that there was just one report of a 

third incident further implies that the vaccination virus is 

not very contagious. Siblings of leukemia patients who 

had had vaccination exposure but had no rashes from the 

immunization were not affected by any outbreaks, making 

a total of 121 siblings. In contrast to data from immunized 

persons with leukemia in research trials, the transmission 

of Oka has been extremely rare in healthy vaccine 

recipients.
40

 WT virus, in contrast, is extremely 

contagious from unvaccinated individuals to susceptible 

individuals under comparable settings, including family 

contacts, with a subsequent attack rate of up to 87%. 

Vaccinated people can also contract it from naturally 

occurring varicella cases (secondary attack rate: about 

37%). The Oka strain in the vaccination causes a rash in 

every instance of vaccine-type VZV transmission that has 

been positively identified. The low transmission rate of 

the Oka strain is crucial due to the possibility of VZV 

vaccination spreading from healthy vaccine recipients to 

other vulnerable persons. There is no possibility of the 

virus spreading among healthy vaccine recipients who do 

not have a rash.
41

 

Herpes zoster in vaccinated individuals  

Laboratory testing has shown that HZ is a wild-type and 

vaccine-derived VZV strain in the post-licensing period. 

Hospitalization may be necessary for some vaccine_ 

strain HZ infections. HZ typically manifested 362 days 

after immunization, according to an analysis of data on 

the occurrence of the disease in passively immunized 

people submitted to the vaccine manufacturer. WT VZV 

was the root cause of 30–40% of these instances. These 

data, however, lack a population basis and are prone to 

reporting bias. Long-term monitoring of immunized and 

healthy children is necessary to precisely estimate the 

lifetime risks and severity of vaccine-strain-induced HZ.
42
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Indications for vaccination 

 MMRV vaccines are no longer the only available 

vaccines; single antigen (monovalent) varicella vaccines 

are now widely available throughout the world. Varicella 

vaccines are only permitted for use in healthy children 12 

months of age and older, the except for the 

GlaxoSmithKline varicella vaccine, which may be 

administered to infants as young as nine months in several 

nations. The indications for utilizing the varicella vaccine 

vary from one country to the next depending on the goals 

of the varicella immunization program. To prevent the 

development of a susceptible population that has neither 

received a vaccine nor has been exposed to wild VZV, 

possible measures include universal vaccination of 

children after 9 or 12 months of age, especially in 

conjunction with immunization of older children or 

adolescents.
43

 Additional techniques include immunizing 

teenagers and adults, including women of childbearing 

age, or specifically immunizing high-risk groups, such as 

children with HIV infection and organ transplant 

candidates, medical professionals, and close relatives of 

people with immune system compromises. Because of the 

decreased VZV transmission in nations with universal 

vaccination, children with leukemia, and other 

malignancies or otherwise immunocompromised shouldn't 

receive the vaccine. As a result, they are now less likely 

than ever to contract varicella. For post-exposure 

prophylaxis, VARIZIG is advised if they have been 

exposed to varicella or HZ. Acyclovir treatment should 

begin as soon as varicella symptoms appear.
44

 

A popular two-dose recommendation for children 

changed as a result of the following causes 

The spread of varicella outbreaks, the cost of investigating 

and containing outbreaks, the increase in humoral and 

cellular immunity following the second dose of the 

vaccine, and the vaccine's greater effectiveness with two 

doses are all predicted. This is true even though 

vaccination rates for varicella are high.
45

 In the absence of 

a second dose, it was anticipated that there would be a 

pool of adolescents who had received the vaccination who 

either had not seroconverted or had developed a fully 

protective antibody response after only one dose and were 

thus at risk of becoming varicella-vulnerable young 

adults. Although it was not anticipated that the typical two 

doses of varicella vaccine would completely protect 

against the disease, it is expected that as the virus's 

propagation declines, the number of outbreaks will 

dramatically decline.
46

 

Common vaccination schedule 

A standard two-dose varicella vaccine was recommended 

in the US in 2007. All young children under the age of 13 

who are healthy should receive two subcutaneous doses of 

the varicella vaccination totalling 0.5 ml each. 

Immunization is crucial for those over 13 since varicella 

infection is more severe in this age group (The MMRV 

vaccine is not approved for use in this age group). Two 

doses of the monovalent varicella vaccine should be given 

to those at risk and those without any signs of immunity 

four to eight weeks apart. VZV transmission through 

nosocomial contact is a well-known medical and public 

health issue.
47

 Due to the increased risk of exposure to 

varicella or HZ and close contact with those who are at 

risk, healthcare professionals should consistently obtain 

two doses of the varicella vaccination unless they have 

other confirmation of immunity. While about 80% of staff 

members are immune to varicella, serological testing 

before vaccination of those with a negative or 

questionable history is likely to be cost-effective in 

healthcare settings. The varicella vaccine is safe to give to 

nursing mothers.
48

 A small study including 12 

seronegative mothers who received the postpartum 

varicella vaccine and breastfed their children found no 

evidence that the VZV vaccine virus is secreted in breast 

milk. VZV was not found by PCR in any of the 217 breast 

milk samples. Six newborn serum samples tested negative 

for VZV DNA by PCR, and none of the infants tested 

positive. In small clinical studies, monovalent varicella 

vaccine was administered twice, three months apart, to 

HIV-infected children between the ages of one and eight. 

After one year after vaccination, more than 80 of the 

children developed detectable immune responses 

(antibody and, or CMI) to VZV, and the CD4+ T 

lymphocyte level was higher than 25 in 41 children and 

15 or higher in 44 children.
49

 Compared to healthy kids, 

children with HIV are more likely to get varicella and HZ. 

Eligible children should receive two doses of the 

monovalent varicella vaccine, spaced three months apart. 

There is no information on administering the varicella 

vaccination to adults and adolescents who are HIV-

positive. The univalent varicella vaccine is quite effective 

at preventing both varicella and HZ in kids who are HIV-

positive.
50

 

Contraindications and precautions 

 It is important to thoroughly read the instructions on the 

packaging before giving the varicella-containing 

vaccination. Although no infants have been documented 

with congenital varicella syndrome brought on by a virus 

of this type, immunization is not advised during 

pregnancy.
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Vaccination goals and Cost-effectiveness 

 Programs to prevent varicella include a variety of 

objectives. These objectives may include preventing 



 

 

 

varicella and its complications, severe sickness and 

mortality, or disease prevention and control in certain 

target populations like adults, adolescents, or healthcare 

professionals. In nations where varicella has a large public 

health impact, the World Health Organization has advised 

that routine varicella vaccination of children be 

considered.
52

 The WHO recommends both one dosage 

and two dosages if the goal is to reduce the number of 

varicella cases and its prevalence (Health workers form a 

special group that should receive two doses, especially if 

they come into contact with immunocompromised 

patients). The costs and public health impacts of varicella 

disease in hospital settings have been well documented 

for factors such as sick leave, serological testing, patient 

isolation, administration of passive immunization, 

remuneration paid to substitute health care workers, and 

infection control costs.
53

 

Post-vaccine epidemiology 

Varicella incidence and mortality have significantly 

decreased in the United States since the single-dose 

varicella vaccination program was implemented. In the 

context of the decreased prevalence of varicella in all age 

groups, the peak age of varicella infection increased from 

3 to 6 years in 1995 to 9 to 11 years in 2005, but the 

proportion of those who were inoculated increased from 

less than 1% to 60% over the same period. Varicella 

mortality decreased from an average of 145 deaths per 

year in the five years (1990 to 1994) before the 

immunization program to 66 deaths per year from 1999 to 

2001, accounting for all ages and the major and 

contributing causes of death. From 2002 and 2007, there 

were no racial differences in death rates.
54

 Varicella 

outbreaks have happened in highly immunized 

schoolchildren, albeit in minor cases and over a brief 

time, despite the amazing results in the United States in 

suppressing the disease and its serious sequelae. Adopting 

a two-dose regimen became customary in the United 

States for children in 2007. Due to this a single dose of 

the vaccine for children may not produce enough long-

term protective memory, which may result in groups of 

partially vaccinated or fully susceptible children in 

adulthood. The CDC received reports of varicella 

outbreaks in six states.
55

 A study of those outbreaks 

revealed that the typical two-dose regimen dramatically 

decreased the incidence, size, and duration of outbreaks. 

More knowledge about the efficacy of single-dose 

varicella vaccination programs for kids has become 

accessible as other nations have introduced them. 

Varicella and its consequences decreased in Germany in 

2004 following the implementation of a countrywide 

single-dose immunization program. In a surveillance 

effort in and around Munich, hospitalizations for 

varicella were found to have decreased by 43% in 

children under 17 between 2005 and 2009 and by 78% in 

children under the age of 5.
56

 The prevalence of varicella 

dramatically decreased in the Veneto area of Italy 2.5 

years after the universal vaccination program was put into 

place and reached more than 70% vaccine coverage. 

Varicella hospital cases decreased by 81% to 88% in 

Canada, where a varicella immunization program was 

suggested in 1999, and from 2000 to 2008. Reports on the 

effectiveness of a single-dose immunization program 

against varicella and related repercussions have also been 

published, with examples coming from Uruguay, Taiwan, 

Sicily, and Australia.
57

 Studies in Australia have shown a 

significant decline in both congenital varicella syndrome 

(100%) and neonatal varicella (85%) as a result of the 

statewide immunization effort that began in 2005. A two-

dose regular childhood program was implemented in the 

Navarre region of Spain and high coverage was attained 

early on, resulting in a 98.5% decrease in children and an 

89% decrease in hospitalizations in just five years.
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Varicella and zoster vaccine 

Understanding how the varicella vaccine influences the 

epidemiology of HZ is crucial since the Oka varicella 

virus may reactivate and cause HZ. Hope Simpson was 

the first to suggest that external immunity may be 

increased by exposure to varicella, HZ, or both, while 

internal immunity could be sustained through periodic 

reactivation of VZV. A large amount of pre-licensure 

study was conducted on the effect of the varicella vaccine 

on the risk of HZ due to the severity of HZ in 

immunocompromised groups.
59

 Since patients with 

spontaneous chicken pox acquire HZ at a considerably 

higher rate than healthy children, it was able to examine 

the rate of HZ in these people in a relatively short period 

of time. In a study of French children who received 

kidney transplants, the 10-year rate of HZ was 7% in 

those who had received vaccinations, 13% in those who 

had varicella before transplantation, and 38% in those 

who had varicella after transplantation. Long-term 

incidences of HZ in healthy, immunized children and 

adults have been documented in some pre-licensure 

investigations.
60

 Few studies have examined the risk of 

HZ in healthy, immunized persons. It is now possible to 

determine the risk of HZ in healthy, immunized children, 

although there are still difficulties related to the rarity of 

HZ in children and the availability of data in a cohort of 

kids with a history of varicella. Post-vaccination HZ may 

be less frequent than spontaneous infection for several 

reasons. One is that, compared to the WT virus, the virus 

is weaker and less likely to reactivate.
61

 Another factor is 
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that the vaccine strain may have less access to sense 

neurons to cause incubation since the prevalence of skin 

infection following vaccination is lower than that of 

natural infection. Finally, compared to a natural infection, 

virus latency may be decreased following vaccination. 

The VZV, which has entered neurons with asymptomatic 

viremia, is the most common cause of WT HZ in vaccine 

recipients without clinical varicella. As a result, children 

who have gotten two doses of the varicella vaccine are 

less likely to have HZ.
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External enhancement of immunity through varicella 

exposure and HZ risk 

 Many studies have looked at how varicella exposure 

affects the risk of HZ in both immunocompetent and 

healthy populations. In their temporal study of weekly 

reported data, Garnett and Grenfell found no correlation 

between the temporal occurrence of varicella and HZ. 

Varicella exposure boosts VZV-specific immunity, but it's 

unclear if lifetime exposure is necessary to sustain 

immunity to VZV through external reinforcement, 

especially as the population ages. Many studies have 

found a correlation between living with or being near 

children (as a proxy for varicella exposure) and a lower 

risk of HZ.
63

 The authors hypothesized that only a tiny 

portion of the population might be affected by chickenpox 

exposure as a way to preserve cellular immunity against 

HZ. Among the difficulties nations face observing how 

varicella immunization affects HZ is the following: The 

baseline data may not be accessible to infer trends 

because 
(I)

 changes over time for HZ have not yet been 

thoroughly characterized; interpreted HZ. 
(II)

 It has been 

challenging to compare research due to the use of various 

methodologies. 
(III)

 HZ is diagnosed clinically and 

infrequently tested-laboratory verified. 
(IV)

 Because the 

age distribution of the research population can fluctuate, 

age-adjusted rates must be calculated to compare studies 

and assess long-term trends within studies. And 
(V)

 only a 

small number of research have looked at the 

epidemiology of HZ, immunodeficiency illnesses, drugs, 

and other particular situations (e.g., diabetes, stress).
64

 

the population's prevalence of herpes zoster 

 In the US and other nations, HZ is becoming more 

commonplace. The United States, where a pediatric 

immunization program has existed for two decades, has 

the most experience observing the impact of the varicella 

vaccination program on HZ. There are statistics from 

different countries that can be used to analyze trends in 

HZ after immunization. These countries either lack 

immunization programs or have just begun to implement 

them.
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The potential to stop disease transmission and 

eradicate it 

When a person has varicella, the varicella-zoster virus can 

also spread, and because it can conceal itself and produce 

herpes simplex, there is a chance that it could also spread 

in the general population. Even with a two-dose policy, 

endemic transmission may still exist, and HZ patients will 

continue to expose people to VZV.
66

 However, 

widespread vaccination against varicella, especially as 

part of a national vaccination program, has significantly 

reduced the spread of the virus and improved the health of 

many children, teenagers, and adults who are no longer 

required to deal with varicella and its serious side effects 

and will experience less HZ. Although it appears doubtful 

that VZV will ever be eradicated, creating a highly 

efficient zoster subunit vaccine that stops incubation may 

play a critical role in further lowering VZV transmission. 

There may be more chances to lower VZV transmission if 

inactivated or subunit vaccinations, which prevent latent 

varicella and HZ, are made available.
67

 

Conclusion 

Even though varicella is typically a minor, self-limiting 

condition, problems can still happen. Most studies have 

not verified concerns about an increase in the incidence of 

herpes zoster in older people, though some of them have 

indicated a trend in that direction. Longer observations 

may be required in this respect. Additionally, even though 

precise burden statistics may be challenging to find, the 

universal varicella vaccine appears to be cost-effective by 

lowering the rate of complications. The majority of data 

are only accessible from high- and middle-income 

nations, so the impact in low-income nations might not be 

exactly as reported. Additionally, some nations are still 

struggling with the severe mortality and impact of other 

diseases like measles, rotavirus, pneumococcal, and 

meningococcal disease. Finally, the introduction of 

universal vaccination should be taken into consideration if 

it is economically viable as the varicella vaccine is a 

crucial step in public health strategies. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Review Highlights 

What Is Already Known? 

Varicella Zoster Virus (VZV) is an alpha herpes virus that can 

conceal itself and produce shingles in addition to generating 

chicken pox. Varicella is a highly contagious illness brought on 

by vesicular skin sores, contamination, and maybe to a lesser 

extent, the propagation of the aerosolized virus. In comparison to 

children, adults with varicella had a much higher rate of primary 

VZV infection death. Different nations produce the varicella 

vaccines known as (Varivax; ProQuad; Merck & Co.), (Varilrix; 

Priorixtetra; GSK), (Okavax; Biken, by Sanofi Pasteur), and 

(SuduVax; Green Cross). The amount of HDC passes, specific 

antibiotics included to assure sterility, stabilizers, and other 

minor components vary between different vaccines.  

What Does This Study Add? 

The spread of the virus can be decreased dramatically by the 

widespread use of the varicella vaccine, particularly in a 

worldwide vaccination program. The World Health Organization 

suggested varicella vaccination in 1998 for nations where the 

illness poses a serious threat to public health. Nevertheless, 

many nations delayed the introduction of the universal varicella 

vaccine due to worries about the disease spreading to older 

populations, an increase in elderly herpes zoster, and cost-

effectiveness. 
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